CODE OF ETHICS ON INTERACTIONS WITH HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS IN CHINA
ADOPTED BY THE CHINA BOARD OF THE ADVANCED MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
Revised Effective January 1, 2017
I. Preamble: Goal and Scope of AdvaMed China Code
1. The Advanced Medical Technology Association ("AdvaMed") represents companies that

develop, produce, manufacture, and market medical products, technologies and related
services and therapies used to diagnose, treat, monitor, manage and alleviate health
conditions and disabilities ("Medical Technologies1") in order to enable patients to live
longer and healthier lives (collectively "Companies," and individually "Company").
AdvaMed is dedicated to the advancement of medical science, the improvement of
patient care, and, in particular, the contributions that high quality, innovative Medical
Technologies make toward achieving these goals.
2. The AdvaMed China Board is a China-based governance group of AdvaMed that consists

of AdvaMed member companies’ most senior company executives in China.
3. The China Board recognizes the obligation to facilitate ethical interactions between

Companies and institutions involved in the provision of health care services and/or
items to patients, which purchase, lease, recommend, use, arrange for the purchase or
lease of, or prescribe Companies' Medical Technologies in the People’s Republic of
China ("institutional Health Care Professionals") as well as the individuals employed by
these institutions (and who are not full-time employees of a Company) who are also
involved in the provision of health care services and/or items to patients and who also
purchase, lease, recommend, use, arrange for the purchase or lease of, or prescribe
Companies’ Medical Technologies (“individual Health Care Professionals”). Unless
otherwise specified, the term “Health Care Professionals” refers to individuals and
institutions.
4. Medical Technologies

Medical Technologies are often highly dependent upon "hands on" Health Care
Professional interaction from beginning to end—unlike drugs and biologics, which act on
the human body by pharmacological, immunological or metabolic means. For example,
implantable Medical Technologies are often placed in the human body to replace or
strengthen a body part. Surgical Medical Technologies often serve as extensions of a
physician's hands. In other circumstances, Medical Technologies are noninvasive
1.

Medical Technologies (also referred to as Medical Devices and/or In Vitro Diagnostics) are further defined
in the Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF) document Definition of the Terms ‘Medical Device’ and ‘In
Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Medical Device’ http://www.imdrf.org/docs/ghtf/final/sg1/technical-docs/ghtf-sg1n071-2012-definition-of-terms-120516.docx
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reagents, instrumentation and/or software to aid in the diagnosis, monitoring and
treatment decisions made by Health Care Professionals. Some Medical Technologies
work synergistically with other technologies, or are paired with other products that
deploy devices in the safest and most effective manner. Many Medical Technologies
require technical support during and after deployment.
5. Interactions with Health Care Professionals

The scope of beneficial interactions between Health Care Professionals and Companies
is broad and includes interactions intended to:
A. Enhance the Safe and Effective Use of Medical Technologies. The safe and effective
use of sophisticated electronic, in vitro diagnostic, surgical, or other Medical
Technologies often requires Companies to provide Health Care Professionals
appropriate instruction, education and training. Regulators often require this type of
training as a condition of product approval.
B. Promote the Advancement of Medical Technologies. Developing and improving
cutting edge Medical Technologies are collaborative processes between Companies
and Health Care Professionals. Innovation and creativity are essential to the
development and evolution of Medical Technologies that better serve patients.
C. Encourage Research and Education. Companies' support of bona fide medical
research, education, and enhancement of professional skills improves patient safety
and increases access to Medical Technologies.
D. Foster Charitable Donations and Giving. Companies make monetary and Medical
Technology donations for charitable purposes, such as supporting indigent care, as
well as patient and public education. This increases access to—as well as the quality
of—care and treatment in patient populations that may not otherwise be reached.
E. Support Appropriate and Efficient Use. Providing service, technical or other support
intended to aid in the appropriate and efficient use or installation of the Company's
Medical Technologies.
6. Interactions with Third Party Sales and Marketing Intermediaries

To ensure and improve ongoing patient and clinician access to innovative, reliable and
effective Medical Technologies, it is often necessary for Companies to engage third
party intermediaries to assist in the marketing, sale and/or distribution of the
Companies’ products or services. The form of, and terminology used by Companies to
describe relationships with these third party sales and marketing intermediaries varies,
but may include distributors, wholesalers, distribution or sales agents, marketing
agents, brokers, commissionary commercial agents and independent sales
representatives with which the Company has a direct contractual relationship (“Third
Party SMIs”).
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It is essential that Companies’ interactions with Third Party SMIs, as well as Third Party
SMIs’ behavior on a Company’s behalf (including Third Party SMI interactions with Health
Care Professionals and governmental officials) are conducted pursuant to all applicable legal
and ethical principles.
7. The Purpose of the Code of Ethics

AdvaMed recognizes that Health Care Professionals' first duty is to act in the best
interests of patients. Companies can serve the interests of patients through beneficial
collaborations with Health Care Professionals. To ensure that these collaborative
relationships meet high ethical standards, they must be conducted with appropriate
transparency and in compliance with applicable laws, regulations and government
guidance. AdvaMed recognizes the obligation to facilitate ethical interactions between
Companies and Health Care Professionals in order to ensure that medical decisions are
based on the best interests of the patient. The ethical principles that govern these
interactions are the subject of this Code of Ethics.
8. Local Laws, Regulations and Government Guidance Shall Prevail

All Companies have an independent obligation to ensure that their interactions with
Health Care Professionals comply with all applicable laws, regulations and government
guidance within the jurisdictions that they operate. Applicable laws, regulations or
government guidance may provide more specificity than this Code, and Companies
should seek counsel to address any additional questions. This Code of Ethics is intended
to facilitate ethical behavior, and is not intended to be, nor should it be, construed as
legal advice. The Code is not intended to define or create legal rights, standards or
obligations. Any interpretation of the provisions of this Code, as well as Companies’
interactions with Health Care Professionals not specifically addressed in this Code,
should be made in light of the following principle: Companies shall encourage ethical
business practices and socially responsible industry conduct and shall not engage in any
unlawful inducement.
II. Code of Ethics Compliance
All Companies doing business in China are strongly encouraged to adopt and certify to this Code
and to implement an effective compliance program - one which includes policies and
procedures that foster compliance with the Code with respect to their interactions with Health
Care Professionals related to Medical Technologies in China.
1. A Company that wishes to certify to the Code is required to submit to AdvaMed an
annual certification that the Company has adopted the Code and has implemented a
compliance program designed to uphold the principles of this Code. This certification
must be signed by the most senior executive responsible for the Company’s Medical
Technology operation in China. For Companies headquartered in China, this would be
the Chief Executive Officer or individual with equivalent responsibility within the
certifying company. For Companies headquartered outside of China, this would be the
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most senior representative of the certifying Company’s Medical Technology operation in
China. This certification must additionally be signed by the Company’s Chief Compliance
Officer for China or individual with equivalent responsibilities within the certifying
Company. AdvaMed will publish on its website a list of those Companies that have
submitted this annual certification.
2. Companies that are AdvaMed members shall, and Companies that are non-members
may, supply contact information for the Company's Compliance Department or an
anonymous hotline to facilitate reporting of possible violations of the Code. AdvaMed
will publish on its website the contact information supplied by each such Company.
3. Companies are strongly encouraged to follow the following seven elements of an
effective compliance program, appropriately tailored for each Company, namely: (1)
implementing written policies and procedures; (2) designating a compliance officer and
compliance committee; (3) conducting effective training and education; (4) developing
effective lines of communication (including an anonymous reporting function); (5)
conducting internal monitoring and auditing; (6) enforcing standards through wellpublicized disciplinary guidelines; and (7) responding promptly to detected problems
and undertaking corrective action.
4. Companies are strongly encouraged to ensure that interactions with individual Health
Care Professionals (or to individual units within an Institutional Health Care
Professional) are appropriately disclosed to the institution or employer. If applicable
laws, regulations or institutional rules specifically require disclosure to a different body,
then disclosure should be made in accordance with the applicable laws, regulations or
rules.
III. Company-Conducted Product Training and Education
1. Companies have a responsibility to make training and education on their products and
Medical Technologies available to Health Care Professionals. "Training" means training
on the safe and effective use of Medical Technologies. "Education" means
communicating information directly concerning or associated with the use of
Companies' Medical Technologies, e.g., information about disease states and the
benefits of Medical Technologies to certain patient populations.
2. Training and Education programs include, but are not limited to, "hands on" training
sessions, cadaver workshops, lectures and presentations. In fact, many medical device
regulatory agencies encourage – or even mandate – companies to conduct training and
education to facilitate the safe and effective use of certain Medical Technologies.
3. Companies should adhere to the following principles when conducting training and
education programs concerning Medical Technologies for Health Care Professionals:
A. Programs and events should be conducted in settings that are conducive to the
effective transmission of information. These may include clinical, educational,
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conference, or other settings, such as hotels or other commercially available
meeting facilities. In some cases, it may be appropriate for a Company
representative to provide training and education at the Health Care Professional's
location and/or to deliver training in cooperation with an institutional Health Care
Professional.
B. Programs providing "hands on" training on Medical Technologies should be held at
training facilities, medical institutions, laboratories, or other appropriate facilities.
The training staff used by the Company should have the proper qualifications and
expertise to conduct such training. Training staff may include qualified field sales
employees who have the technical expertise necessary to perform the training.
C. Companies may provide Health Care Professional attendees with modest meals and
refreshments in connection with these programs. Any such meals and refreshments
should be modest in value and subordinate in time and focus to the training and/or
educational purpose of the meeting.
D. Where there are objective reasons to support the need for out-of-town travel to
efficiently deliver Training and Education on Medical Technologies, Companies may
pay for reasonable travel and modest lodging costs of the attending Health Care
Professionals. It is not appropriate for Companies to pay for the meals,
refreshments, travel, or other expenses for guests of Health Care Professionals or for
any other person who does not have a bona fide professional interest in the
information being shared at the meeting.
IV. Supporting Third-Party Educational Conferences
1. “Third-Party Educational Conferences” are bona fide independent, educational,
scientific, and policymaking conferences promoting scientific knowledge, medical
advancement and the delivery of effective health care. These typically include
conferences organized by national, regional, or specialty medical societies, institutions,
and associations; medical trust funds; continuing medical education providers; and
hospitals and other Institutional Health Care Professionals (collectively, “Third-Party
Conference Organizers”).
2. Company Support for Third-Party Educational Conferences. Companies may support
Third-Party Educational Conferences as follows:
A. Educational Grants/Donations. Companies may provide a grant or donation of funds
to a Third-Party Conference Organizer or other appropriate third party (such as a
training institution, hospital, medical or other professional association, educational
foundation, or similar entity that supports the training and education of Health Care
Professionals) to reduce or defray conference costs (“Educational Grant/Donation”).
Companies may only provide Educational Grants/Donations to support Third-Party
Educational Conferences that are primarily dedicated to promoting objective
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scientific and educational activities and discourse. The Third-Party Conference
Organizer should independently control and be responsible for the selection of
program content, faculty, educational methods, and materials. Educational
Grants/Donations may only be provided to support a genuine, independent
educational function and may only be used for legitimate expenses associated with
bona fide educational activities.
B. When an Educational Grant/Donation is requested by a Third-Party Conference
Organizer or other appropriate third-party (as described in Section IV-2-A above),
only the Third-Party Conference Organizer or, if different, the Educational
Grant/Donation recipient may select and invite the individual Health Care
Professionals who will receive support to attend the Third-Party Educational
Conference. A Company cannot participate in or attempt to influence the selection
of individual Health Care Professionals that benefit from the Educational
Grant/Donation.
A Company may not provide Educational Grants/Donations as a quid pro quo or with
the intention to influence the recipient’s decision to purchase, order, recommend,
or market any product or medical technology, nor can a Company condition a
grant/donation on a requirement to purchase, order, recommend, or market any
product or medical technology.
Companies should ensure that all support for Third-Party Educational Conferences is
appropriately documented. Upon the completion of the Third-Party Educational
Conference, a Company should consider requesting that a Third-Party Conference
Organizer provide a report or accounting of how it has used the Company’s
Educational Grant/Donation funds. When making such a request, a Company should
not request a Third-Party Conference Organizer to provide a list of specific Health
Care Professionals who have benefited from the Company’s Educational
Grant/Donation, except as necessary to conduct a bona fide compliance audit,
monitoring exercise, or investigation.
B. Conference Meals and Refreshments. Companies may provide funding to the ThirdParty Conference Organizer to support the provision of meals and refreshments to
conference attendees. Companies may also provide meals and refreshments for
Health Care Professional attendees if such meals and refreshments are provided:
(1) to all Health Care Professional attendees (with the limited exception noted
below), and (2) in a manner that is consistent with applicable standards established
by the conference organizer and the body accrediting the educational activity. Meals
and refreshments may be provided to fewer than all Health Care Professional
attendees if the Company providing such meals and refreshments satisfies all other
principles related to meals set forth in Section VIII. Any meals and refreshments
should be modest in value, subordinate in time and focus to the purpose of the
conference, and clearly separate from the continuing medical education portion of
the conference.
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C. Faculty Expenses. Companies may make Educational Grants/Donations to the ThirdParty Conference Organizer for reasonable honoraria, travel, lodging, and modest
meals for Health Care Professionals who are bona fide conference faculty members
(i.e. they are listed as faculty in the conference program and have meaningful
speaking/presentation roles during the program); provided, however, that
Companies cannot select or unduly influence the selection of faculty at such
conferences or direct Third-Party Conference Organizers to use Educational
Grant/Donation funds to compensate specific faculty members.
D. Advertisements and Demonstration. Companies may purchase advertisements and
lease booth space for Company displays.
E. Phase-Out of Direct Sponsorship.
i.

For purposes of the AdvaMed China Code, “Direct Sponsorship” means those
arrangements in which a Company (i) pays for a specific Health Care
Professional’s attendance at a Third-Party Educational Conference, (ii) selects
or influences the selection of a specific Health Care Professional, or (iii) has
been provided with advance knowledge of the identity of a specific Health
Care Professional who would benefit directly from the Company’s funding.
Direct Sponsorship usually involves direct payment by the Company to the
Health Care Professional, the Health Care Professional’s institution, or a
third-party vendor for a specific Health Care Professional’s travel, lodging,
meals, other transportation expenses, and conference registration fees,
among other costs.

ii. For Third-Party Educational Conferences occurring before January 1, 2018,
Companies may engage in Direct Sponsorship of individual Health Care
Professionals to attend Third-Party Educational Conferences, provided that
the following criteria are met:
a. Companies cannot reimburse Health Care Professionals’ travel expenses
directly to the Health Care Professional;
b. Companies may recommend the list of Health Care Professionals to
attend Third-Party Educational Conferences, from an educational and
scientific perspective, and should develop internal procedures to ensure
that company-sponsored attendees are properly qualified; and
c. Companies should establish internal controls to evaluate and qualify
third-party service providers (e.g., logistics/travel agencies), if they want
to reimburse third-party service providers (e.g., logistics/travel agencies)
for meeting related expenses.
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iii. For Third-Party Educational Conferences occurring on or after January 1,
2018, Companies can no longer engage in Direct Sponsorship of individual
Health Care Professionals to attend Third-Party Educational Conferences.
F. Third-Party Organized Procedure Training.
i.

For purposes of the AdvaMed China Code, a “Third-Party Organized
Procedure Training” is a practical, hands-on training conducted by a thirdparty organization on specific surgical or clinical skills relevant to the
performance of particular medical procedures.

ii. Venue. A Third-Party Organized Procedure Training must be held in a clinical
setting or in an environment suitable for simulating medical procedures.
Examples of permissible clinical settings include hospitals, clinics, laboratory,
or other spaces appropriate for performing or simulating the performance of
a medical procedure. The venue must not be selected because of its
entertainment, leisure, or recreational facilities.
iii. Educational Grant/Donation Support. Companies may support Third-Party
Organized Procedure Training through Educational Grants/Donations to the
third-party organizer in accordance with the provisions laid out in Section IV
of the AdvaMed China Code.
iv. Direct HCP Support. Companies may also support Third-Party Organized
Procedure Training by covering a Health Care Professional’s registration fees
to attend the program. Where there are objective, documented reasons to
support the need for out-of-town travel to attend a Third-Party Organized
Procedure Training, Companies may also pay for reasonable travel and
modest lodging costs of the attending Health Care Professionals.
It is not appropriate for Companies to pay for the meals, refreshments,
travel, or other expenses for guests of Health Care Professionals to attend a
Third-Party Organized Procedure Training or for any other person who does
not have a bona fide professional interest in the information being shared at
the program. No travel- or lodging-related expenditures can be reimbursed
directly to the Health Care Professional.
Companies can only pay for travel- and lodging-related expenditures for a
Health Care Professional’s attendance at a Third-Party Organized Procedure
Training that is established as a stand-alone event. In other words,
Companies cannot directly support Health Care Professionals’ attendance at
a procedure-based training that is organized in connection with, held
immediately prior to or after, or simultaneous to a Third-Party Educational
Conference, as defined above.
Direct support as described in this Section is exempt from the January 1,
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2018 phase-out of Direct Sponsorships, as described in Section IV(E) above.
Companies should establish internal controls to evaluate and qualify thirdparty service providers (e.g., logistics/travel agencies), if they seek to
reimburse such service providers for any travel or lodging expenses
associated with an HCP’s attendance at a Third-Party Organized Procedure
Training. All expenses subject to a Company’s direct support must be welldocumented.
V. Sales, Promotional, and Other Business Meetings
Companies may conduct sales, promotional and other business meetings with Health Care
Professionals to discuss, for example, Medical Technology features, sales terms, or contracts.
Often, these meetings occur close to the Health Care Professional's place of business but they
may occur in other cities within China or in overseas locations. It is appropriate to pay for
reasonable travel costs of attendees when necessary (e.g., for plant tours or demonstrations of
non-portable equipment and/or to provide occasional modest meals and refreshments in
connection with such meetings). However, it is not appropriate to pay any expenses (including
meals, refreshments, travel, or lodging) of guests of Health Care Professionals or any other
person who does not have a bona fide professional interest in the information being shared at
the meeting. See Section VIII for additional principles related to the provision of meals
associated with Health Care Professional business interactions.
VI. Consulting Arrangements with Health Care Professionals
1. Companies engage Health Care Professionals to provide a wide-range of valuable, bona
fide consulting services through various types of arrangements, such as contracts for
research, product development, development and/or transfer of intellectual property,
participation on advisory boards, presentations at Company-sponsored training and
other services. Companies may pay consultants fair market value compensation for
performing these types of services, provided that they are intended to fulfill a legitimate
business need and do not constitute an unlawful inducement. Companies should comply
with the following standards in connection with consulting arrangements with Health
Care Professionals:
A. Consulting agreements should be written and describe all services to be provided
When a Company contracts with a consultant to conduct clinical research services,
there should also be a written research protocol.
B. Consulting arrangements should be entered into only where a legitimate need for
the services is identified in advance and documented.
C. Selection of a consultant should be made on the basis of the consultant's
qualifications and expertise to meet the defined need.
D. Compensation paid to a consultant should be consistent with fair market value in an
arm's length transaction for the services provided and should not be based on the
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volume or value of the consultant's past, present or anticipated business.
E. Compensation paid to a consultant should not be paid in cash.
F. A Company may pay for documented, reasonable and actual expenses incurred by a
consultant that are necessary to carry out the consulting arrangement, such as
reasonable costs for travel, lodging, local transportation and modest meals.
G. The venue and circumstances for Company meetings with consultants should be
appropriate to the subject matter of the consultation. These meetings should be
conducted in clinical, educational, conference, or other settings, including hotel or
other commercially available meeting facilities, conducive to the effective exchange
of information.
H. Company-sponsored meals and refreshments provided in conjunction with a
consultant meeting should be modest in value and should be subordinate in time
and focus to the primary purpose of the meeting. Companies should not provide
recreation or entertainment in conjunction with these meetings.
I. A Company's sales personnel may provide input about the suitability of a proposed
consultant, but sales personnel should not control or unduly influence the decision
to engage a particular Health Care Professional as a consultant. Companies should
consider implementing appropriate procedures to monitor compliance with this
section.
2. Provisions on Payment of Royalties. Arrangements involving the payment of royalties to
a Health Care Professional should meet the contractual standards set forth above.
Health Care Professionals, acting individually or as part of a group in which they are an
active participant, often make valuable contributions that improve products or Medical
Technologies. They may develop intellectual property, for example, patents, trade
secrets, or know-how, under a product or technology development or intellectual
property licensing agreement.
A. A Company should enter into a royalty arrangement with a Health Care Professional
only where the Health Care Professional is expected to make or has made a novel,
significant, or innovative contribution to, for example, the development of a
product, technology, process, or method. A significant contribution by an individual
or group, if it is the basis for compensation, should be appropriately documented.
B. The calculation of royalties payable to a Health Care Professional in exchange for
Intellectual Property should be based on factors that preserve the objectivity of
medical decision-making and avoid the potential for improper influence. For
example, royalties paid in exchange for Intellectual Property should not be
conditioned on: (1) a requirement that the Health Care Professional purchase, order
or recommend any product or medical technology of the Company or any product or
technology produced as a result of the development project; or (2) a requirement to
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market the product or medical technology upon commercialization. Companies are
strongly encouraged to consider whether it is appropriate and practicable to exclude
from the calculation of royalties the number of units purchased, used, or ordered by
the Health Care Professional and/or members of the Health Care Professional's
practice.
VII. Prohibition on Entertainment and Recreation
Company interactions with Health Care Professionals should be professional in nature and
should facilitate the exchange of medical or scientific information that will benefit patient care.
To ensure the appropriate focus on an educational and/or informational exchange and to avoid
the appearance of impropriety, a Company should not provide or pay for any entertainment or
recreational event or activity for any Health Care Professional. Such activities include, for
example, theater, sporting events, skiing, golf, lavish meals and leisure or vacation trips. These
activities also include recreational activities such as city tours organized in conjunction with
bona fide travel. Such entertainment or recreational events or activities should not be provided,
regardless of: (1) their value; (2) whether the Company engages the Health Care Professional as
a speaker or consultant; or (3) whether the entertainment or recreation is secondary to an
educational purpose.
VIII. Modest Meals Associated with Health Care Professional Business Interactions
1. A Company's business interactions with Health Care Professionals may involve the
presentation of scientific, educational, or business information and include, but are not
limited to, the different types of interactions described in Sections III through VI of this
Code of Ethics. Such exchanges may be productive and efficient when conducted in
conjunction with meals. Accordingly, modest meals may be provided as an occasional
business courtesy consistent with the limitations in this section.
A. Purpose. The meal should be incidental to the bona fide presentation of scientific,
educational, or business information and provided in a manner conducive to the
presentation of such information. The meal should not be part of an entertainment
or recreational event.
B. Setting and Location. Meals should be in a setting that is conducive to bona fide
scientific, educational, or business discussions. Meals may occur at the Health Care
Professional's place of business. However, in some cases the place of business may
be a patient care setting that is not available for, or conducive to, such scientific,
educational, or business discussions. In other cases, it may be impractical or
inappropriate to provide meals at the Health Care Professional's place of business,
for example, (1) where the Medical Technology cannot easily be transported to the
Health Care Professional's location, (2) when it is necessary to discuss confidential
product development or improvement information, or (3) where a private space
cannot be obtained on-site.
C. Participants. A Company may provide a meal only to Health Care Professionals who
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actually attend the meeting. A Company may not provide a meal for an entire office
staff where everyone does not attend the meeting. A Company also may not provide
a meal where its representative is not present. A Company may not pay for meals
for guests of Health Care Professionals or for any other person who does not have a
bona fide professional interest in the information being shared at the meeting.
2. Other principles. Depending on the type of business interaction or meeting, additional
principles may apply, as described in other sections of this Code of Ethics. Specifically:
A. Section III: Company-Conducted Product Training and Education.
B. Section IV: Supporting Third-Party Educational Conferences.
C. Section V: Sales, Promotional, and Other Business Meetings.
D. Section VI: Consulting Arrangements with Health Care Professionals.
IX. Travel Associated with Health Care Professional Business Interactions
A Company's interactions with Health Care Professionals as outlined in Sections III, IV, V and VI
of this Code may require Individual Health Care Professionals to travel within China or
internationally. Accordingly, Companies may provide reasonable travel expenses for Individual
Health Care Professional travel consistent with the limitations in this section and any additional
restrictions on the provision of travel to Health Care Professionals as listed in Sections III, IV, V,
and VI, as applicable. As described in Section IV above, starting January 1, 2018, Companies can
no longer engage in Direct Sponsorship of individual Health Care Professionals to attend ThirdParty Educational Conferences, including the provision of travel expenses for individual Health
Care Professionals to travel to Third-Party Educational Conferences. (Note: Section IV of this
Code describes limited circumstances in which Companies can cover reasonable travel costs to
support the attendance of Health Care Professionals at Third-Party Organized Procedure
Training Courses after the January 1, 2018 phase-out date for Direct Sponsorships.)
A. Purpose. There must be a bona fide scientific, educational, or business purpose to
provide travel to an Individual Health Care Professional and the length of the trip must
be commensurate with this purpose. Companies must not provide recreational
activities, side trips, city tours, or any other activities that do not support the bona fide
professional interest of the travel.
B. Location. Companies should adopt objective criteria to select locations and venues.
Local alternatives should be considered before sponsoring travel for Individual Health
Care Professionals. Further, Companies are encouraged to consider China-based
alternatives before sponsoring international travel for Individual Health Care
Professionals.
C. Reasonable Expenses. Companies may provide for reasonable flights, hotels, meal and
incidental expenses for Individual Health Care Professional travel.
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D. Participants. A Company may not provide travel or other expenses for guests of
Individual Health Care Professionals, or for any other person who does not have a bona
fide professional interest in the activity requiring travel.
E. Reimbursement. Companies are encouraged to pay for flights/hotels directly where
practical. Reimbursement of travel-related expenses over RMB 500 should not be made
in cash.
X. Educational Items and Branded Promotional Items
1. As permitted by applicable laws and regulations, a Company occasionally may provide
items to Health Care Professionals that benefit patients or serve a genuine educational
function for Health Care Professionals. Other than medical textbooks or anatomical
models used for educational purposes, any such item should have a modest fair market
value. A Company may not provide items that are capable of use for non-educational or
non-patient-related purposes, for example, a smartphone, tablet computer, laptop, etc.
2. Companies may provide branded promotional items of minimal value to Health Care
Professionals related to the Health Care Professional’s practice. Such items could
include stationery items, USB drives, mouse pads, and other items bearing a company’s
logo. Such items should have a value of RMB 200 or less.
3. This section is not intended to address the legitimate practice of providing products for
evaluation and demonstration purposes, which is addressed in Section XII.
4. Under no circumstances should companies provide the following items to Health Care
Professionals: alcohol, tobacco, cash, gift cards, or other cash equivalents.
XI. Research, Academic and Public Education Grants; Charitable Donations
1. Companies may provide research and educational grants and charitable donations to
Health Care Professionals, in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. A
Company may not provide such grants or donations as an unlawful inducement.
Therefore, a Company should: (a) adopt objective criteria for providing such grants and
donations that do not take into account the volume or value of purchases made by, or
anticipated from, the recipient; (b) implement appropriate procedures to ensure that
such grants and donations are not used as an unlawful inducement; and (c) ensure that
all such grants and donations are appropriately documented.
2. A Company should ensure, when providing such grants or donations, that the donation
or grant is (a) handled by the financial department of the Institutional Health Care
Professional and is used according to the donor or grant agreement for bona fide nonprofit activities; (b) accepted by the legal entity of the Institutional Health Care
Professional, not internal departments or individual Health Care Professionals; and (c)
not conditioned on buying products or services or otherwise linked to other conditions
that might affect fair competition.
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3. A Company's sales personnel may provide input about the suitability of a proposed
grant or charitable donation recipient or program, but sales personnel should not
control or unduly influence the decision of whether a particular medical or healthcare
institution will receive a grant or donation or the amount of such grant or donation.
Companies should consider implementing procedures to monitor compliance with this
section.
A. Research Grants. Research provides valuable scientific and clinical information,
improves clinical care, leads to promising new treatments, promotes improved
delivery of health care, and otherwise benefits patients. In furtherance of these
objectives, a Company may provide research grants to support independent medical
research with scientific merit. Such activities should have well-defined objectives
and milestones and may not be linked directly or indirectly to the purchase of
Medical Technologies.
Company-initiated or directed research involving a
Company's Medical Technologies (such as clinical study agreements) is addressed
separately in Section VI.
B. Academic and Public Education Grants. Academic and public information grants may
be provided for legitimate purposes, including, but not limited to, the examples
below. A Company may not make academic or public information grants to
Individual Health Care Professionals, or to Individual Heath Care Professionals in
training.
i.

Academic Grants. A Company may make grants to support the genuine medical
education of medical students, residents, and fellows participating in fellowship
programs that are charitable or have an academic affiliation, or other medical
personnel.

ii. Public Education Grants. A Company may make grants for the purpose of
supporting education of patients or the public about important health care
topics.
C. Charitable Donations. A Company may make monetary or Medical Technology
donations for charitable purposes, such as supporting indigent care, patient
education, public education, or the sponsorship of events where the proceeds are
intended for charitable purposes. Donations should be motivated by bona fide
charitable purposes and should be made only to bona fide charitable organizations
or other organizations with a bona fide charitable purpose. Companies should
exercise diligence to ensure the bona fide nature of the charitable organization or
charitable mission.
XII. Evaluation and Demonstration Products
1. Providing products to Health Care Professionals at no charge for evaluation or
demonstration purposes can benefit patients in many ways. These benefits include
improving patient care, facilitating the safe and effective use of products, improving
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patient awareness, and educating Health Care Professionals regarding the use of
products. Under certain circumstances described below, a Company may provide
reasonable quantities of products to Institutional Health Care Professionals at no charge
for evaluation and demonstration purposes.
2. Companies should ensure that the provision of evaluation and demonstration products
is neither conditioned on buying products or services, nor linked to other conditions that
might affect fair competition.
3. This section is limited to providing evaluation and demonstration products only and is
not intended to address any other arrangement.
4. Company products that may be provided to Health Care Professionals for evaluation
include single use (e.g., consumable or disposable products) and multiple use products
(sometimes referred to as "capital equipment"). These products may be provided at no
charge to allow Health Care Professionals to assess the appropriate use and
functionality of the product and determine whether and when to use, order, purchase,
or recommend the product in the future. Company products provided for evaluation are
typically expected to be used in patient care.
A. Single Use/Consumables/Disposables. The number of single use products provided at

no charge should not exceed the amount reasonably necessary for the adequate
evaluation of the products under the circumstances. The terms of an evaluation of
single-use devices should be disclosed in writing to the Health Care Professional. If
applicable laws, regulations or institutional rules specifically require disclosure to a
different body, then disclosure should be made in accordance with the applicable
laws, regulations or rules.
B. Multiple Use/Capital. Multiple use products provided without transfer of title for

evaluation purposes should be furnished only for a period of time that is reasonable
under the circumstances to allow an adequate evaluation. The terms of an
evaluation of such multiple use products should be set in advance and in writing
with the Institutional Health Care Professional, not internal departments or
individual Health Care Professionals. Companies should retain title to such multiple
use products during the evaluation period and should have a process in place for
promptly removing such multiple use products from the Health Care Professional's
location at the conclusion of the evaluation period unless the Health Care
Professional purchases or leases the products.
C. Demonstration. Company demonstration products are typically unsterilized single

use products or mock-ups of such products that are used for Health Care
Professional and patient awareness, education, and training. For example, a Health
Care Professional may use a demonstration product to show a patient the type of
device that will be implanted in the patient. Demonstration products typically are
not intended to be used in patient care. Demonstration products also are typically
identified as not intended for patient use by use of such designations as "Sample,"
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"Not for Human Use," or other suitable designation on the product, the product
packaging, and/or documentation that accompanies the product.
5. Companies should provide Health Care Professionals with documentation and disclosure
regarding the no-charge status of evaluation and demonstration products unless
applicable laws, regulations or institutional rules specifically require disclosure to a
different body, in which case disclosure should be made in accordance with the
applicable laws, regulations or rules.
XIII. Third Party SMI Relationships
Companies are encouraged to adopt a Third Party SMI Management Compliance Program in
addition to an overall compliance program, applicable to all relevant personnel, including a
Company’s senior leadership. Taking into account a variety of risk-based factors, as well as local
applicable laws; such programs may include the following elements:
A. Written Policy/Procedure.
B. Risk Assessment.
C. Due Diligence Program.
D. Written Contract.
E. Training and Education.
F. Monitor/Audit.
G. Appropriate Corrective Action.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
REGARDING ADVAMED’S CODE OF ETHICS
ON INTERACTIONS WITH HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS IN CHINA
SECTION I:
Q1

PREAMBLE AND GENERAL QUESTIONS
My Company’s policies and procedures apply standards that are
more stringent than those described in the AdvaMed Code of Ethics
on Interactions with Health Care Professionals in China (“AdvaMed
China Code” or “Code”). How does this impact my Company’s
ability to certify as to compliance with the Code?

The AdvaMed China Code provides Medical Technology Companies with a set of practical
principles that Medical Technology Companies may follow in order to form the foundation of a
compliance program in China. In order to certify to the Code, Companies must adopt and
implement policies that incorporate the Code’s principles. To the extent that a Company
implements policies that address all of the topics covered by the Code but that applies a higher
standard than the principles found in the Code, a Company would be considered to be in
compliance with the Code and can certify as such.
More broadly, if a provision of law or another code of conduct applicable to a Company is more
restrictive than a corresponding provision in the China Code, the Company should adhere to the
more restrictive provision in the law or other code of conduct. Conversely, if a provision in the
AdvaMed China Code is more restrictive than the corresponding provision of law or other code
of conduct applicable to a Company, the Company should adhere to the AdvaMed China Code.

Q2

Section I of the AdvaMed China Code notes that Companies’
interactions with Third Party Sales and Marketing Intermediaries
(“SMIs”) are conducted pursuant to all applicable legal and ethical
principles. My Company engages distributors in China. Must my
Company’s distributors comply with the requirements of the
AdvaMed China Code?

Yes. In order to comply with the AdvaMed China Code, Companies must require Third Party
SMIs with which they engage to comply with Company policies that implement the AdvaMed
China Code. This includes Section IV of the AdvaMed China Code, which phases out Direct
Sponsorships to individual HCPs to attend Third-Party Educational Conferences, starting January
1, 2018.
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SECTION II:
Q3

CODE OF ETHICS COMPLIANCE

The China Code indicates in several places that Companies must
document certain arrangements with health care professionals
(specifically Section IV (“Supporting Third-Party Educational
Conferences”), Section XI (“Research, Academic and Public
Education Grants; Charitable Donations”) and Section XII
(“Evaluation and Demonstration Products”)). What guidelines are
recommended for Companies to document such transactions?

Section I of the China Code states that Companies “have an independent obligation to ensure
that their interactions with Health Care Professionals comply with all applicable laws,
regulations and government guidance within the jurisdictions that they operate.” Companies
are encouraged to consult with legal counsel to assess any applicable legal requirements,
including any laws, provisional rules, or government-issued guidance. This might include how
certain interactions are documented and entering into written agreements with the recipients
of grants, donations, sponsorships, or no-charge evaluation and demonstration product.
Companies should ensure that written agreements include appropriate references, such as the
parties involved, the parties’ roles and responsibilities, the terms of the arrangement, a
description of the funds and/or no-charge product provided, and a breakdown of the budget
and disclosure of grants and donations, among other standard contract terms. Additional
requirements for written agreements with health care professionals serving as consultants on
behalf of a Company are described in Section VI of the China Code. In addition, with respect to
grants and sponsorships supporting third-party educational conferences (See Section IV of the
China Code), Companies are encouraged to review their policies and internal controls against
applicable laws, provisional rules, and government-issued guidance.

Q4

The AdvaMed China Code strongly encourages Companies “to
ensure that interactions with individual Health Care Professionals
(or to individuals units within an Institutional Health Care
Professional) are appropriately disclosed to the institution or
employer.” How should a Company handle this requirement in
those cases in which disclosure might be impractical?

Companies should develop internal controls and procedures that help to ensure that all
interactions with HCPs are appropriately documented and disclosed, where necessary. This
might include, for example, procedures describing situations in which institutional disclosure or
approval may be necessary. There may be instances, however, where such disclosure is
impractical or unnecessary (e.g., the HCP serves as the head of a public hospital). Companies
are encouraged to develop internal standards for identifying and documenting such instances
and should apply these standards consistently.
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SECTION IV:
Q5

SUPPORTING THIRD-PARTY EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCES

What changes to the AdvaMed China Code go into effect on 1
January 2018?

The AdvaMed China Code has been revised to eliminate direct sponsorship of individual HCPs
to attend Third-Party Educational Conferences that occur on or after 1 January 2018.

Q6

What is a Third-Party Educational Conference?

A Third-Party Educational Conference is a bona fide independent, educational, scientific, and
policymaking conference promoting scientific knowledge, medical advancement, and the
delivery of effective health care. A Third-Party Educational Conference typically includes
conferences organized by national, regional, or specialty medical societies, institutions, and
associations; medical trust funds; continuing medical education providers; and hospitals and
other institutional health care providers.

Q7

What is the impact of the AdvaMed China Code revisions?

For Third-Party Educational Conferences that occur on or after 1 January 2018, Companies will
no longer be permitted to (i) pay for, offer to pay for, or otherwise reimburse the expenses of
individual HCPs to attend a Third-Party Educational Conference, (ii) select –or influence the
selection of – any individual HCP to attend a Third-Party Educational Conference or (iii) has
been provided with advance knowledge of the identity of a specific Health Care Professional
who would benefit directly from the Company’s funding.

Q8

What is the rationale for the AdvaMed China Code revisions
relating to direct sponsorship?

The revisions to the AdvaMed China Code align with international best practices to foster
transparency and to reduce the potential for conflicts of interest while preserving and
enhancing meaningful scientific exchange, training and education of HCPs on medical
technologies. Direct sponsorship of individual HCPs to attend Third-Party Educational
Conferences is not permitted in many countries around the world and will no longer be
permitted by several other industry associations’ codes of ethics, also effective 1 January 2018.

Q9

Is there a transition period or is there an immediate end to direct
sponsorship on 1 January 2018?

The implementation date is 1 January 2018. This means that Companies may not directly
sponsor individual HCPs to Third-Party Educational Conferences occurring on or after 1 January
2018. There is no transition period.
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Q10

What alternative means are available for Companies to support
HCP education during Third-Party Educational Conferences?

The main impact of the AdvaMed China Code revisions is to prohibit Companies’ ability to select
and directly sponsor individual HCPs to attend a Third-Party Educational Conference. But,
Companies can continue to support HCP education in other ways, including: (a) providing
educational grants/donations to a Third-Party Conference Organizer or other health care
institution to defray the costs of operating the program and/or to support the attendance of
HCPs; (b) purchasing advertising and leasing booth space for exhibits, displays, and promotional
activities; (c) organizing satellite symposia; and (d) supporting Third-Party Organized Procedure
Training. Companies can provide educational grants/donations to the Third-Party Conference
Organizer or other appropriate third party (such as a training institution, hospital, medical or
other professional association, educational foundation, or similar entity that supports the
training and education of Health Care Professionals) to cover the costs of HCPs’ attendance at
Third-Party Educational Conferences, provided that a Company does not select or influence the
selection of the specific HCP who would benefit from such funds.

Q11

Can Companies propose or recommend individual HCPs to serve as
faculty at or to participate as attendees at a Third-Party Educational
Conference?

Companies can make recommendations to a Third-Party Conference Organizer for individual
HCPs to serve as faculty at a Third-Party Educational Conference, if requested by the ThirdParty Conference Organizer.
Companies may also make recommendations as to the general categories of HCPs who should
participate as attendees at a Third-Party Educational Conference; however, Companies cannot
provide recommendations for specific HCP attendees or recommendations that are so detailed
or granular in nature as to, in essence, indicate which individual HCPs should benefit from a
Company’s grant funding or other support for the conference.

Q12

What impact do the AdvaMed China Code revisions have on
Companies’ own training and education programs?

The AdvaMed China Code revisions do not affect Companies’ ability to provide training and
education to HCPs on product technology, use, and applications. Companies may continue to
provide such training and education to HCPs, subject to Section III of the AdvaMed China Code.

Q13

Can my Company pay for HCP attendees’ travel, lodging, and
registration fees if we arrange to co-organize an educational
program with a Third-Party Conference Organizer?

There may be circumstances in which a Company works with a third party (for example, a
hospital or medical society) to jointly organize an educational program or product training for
HCPs. In these cases, a Company should analyze the facts and circumstances of each such
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jointly organized program to determine whether it is most appropriately considered a ThirdParty Educational Conference or a Company-Conducted Product Training and Education
Program:


If the Third-Party Conference Organizer has control over and is responsible for the
selection of program content, faculty, educational methods, and materials, the program
is most appropriately considered a Third-Party Educational Conference and the
prohibition on direct sponsorship applies. A Company cannot circumvent the
prohibition on direct sponsorship by simply serving as a co-organizer of a program with
a Third-Party Conference Organizer.



If the Company has control over and is responsible for the selection of program content,
faculty, educational methods, and materials, the program is most appropriately
considered a Company-Conducted Product Training and Education Programs, and the
Company can pay for HCP attendees’ travel, lodging, and other fees incurred to attend
the program, subject to Section III of the AdvaMed China Code.



If the program has been set up as a Satellite Symposium, the Company should confer
with Section IV of the AdvaMed China Code and the relevant FAQs on Satellite
Symposia.



If both parties have some form of control over program content, faculty, educational
methods, or materials, a Company cannot pay for HCP attendees’ travel, lodging, or
other fees incurred to attend the program.

Companies should analyze all HCP training and educational programs (Company-Conducted
Product Training and Education, Satellite Symposia, and Third-Party Educational Conferences) in
light of the phase-out of direct sponsorship found in Section IV of the AdvaMed China Code. A
Company cannot structure its programs or support programs designed to circumvent the
prohibition on direct sponsorship.

Q14

My Company is planning to host a Satellite Symposium in
connection with an upcoming Third-Party Educational Conference
of Chinese cardiologists. Can my Company compensate a physician
who serves as faculty at my Company’s Satellite Symposium?

Yes. A “Satellite Symposium” is a Company-organized program held in connection with a ThirdParty Educational Conference. While a Company may pay a fee to a Third-Party Conference
Organizer in exchange for the opportunity to host the Satellite Symposium in connection with
the conference, a Satellite Symposium is considered a Company-organized event. Accordingly,
a Company can compensate a physician for the fair market value of his/her faculty services at
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the Satellite Symposium, provided that the arrangement meets the requirements listed in
Section VI of the Code.
In general, a Company may also be able to cover a Satellite Symposium faculty member’s other
costs, including travel, lodging, and registration fees, associated with providing faculty services
at the Satellite Symposium; however, a Company cannot structure a Satellite Symposium or
arrange to cover for HCP faculty costs in such a way that circumvents the phase-out of direct
sponsorship. For example:


If a Satellite Symposium faculty member had planned to attend the Third-Party
Educational Conference independently, the Company conducting the Satellite
Symposium may pay for the faculty member’s incremental costs of adding him or her as
faculty of the Satellite Symposium (for example, this might include covering one
additional day of lodging costs or the additional costs to change travel reservations).



If a Satellite Symposium faculty member was not planning to attend the Third-Party
Educational Conference, the Company conducting the Satellite Symposium should not
pay for the faculty member’s incremental costs if he or she decides later to attend the
Third-Party Educational Conference. Rather, the faculty member is responsible for
covering incremental costs incurred to attend the Third-Party Educational Conference
(for example, additional lodging costs or costs to change travel reservations) himself or
herself.

Further, for HCPs who attend the Satellite Symposium as non-faculty, the AdvaMed China Code
would not permit a Company to pay for these HCPs’ travel or lodging expenses.
Finally, a Company cannot deem an unreasonable number of faculty members at a satellite
program in a way that undermines the phase-out of direct sponsorship. For example,
Companies could not designate all attendees at a Satellite Symposium to be faculty by creating
programs whereby all attendees serve on speaker panels. Companies should establish internal
controls and policies for how to set up Satellite Symposia and for who can serve as faculty at
such programs consistent with the purposed of the ban on direct sponsorship as described in
section IV and the associated FAQs.

Q15

What factors should Companies consider when evaluating whether
to support a Third- Party Educational Conference with an
Educational Grant/Donation pursuant to Section IV of the AdvaMed
China Code?

Companies are encouraged to adopt policies and procedures that evaluate the legitimacy of a
Third-Party Conference Organizer or Third-Party Educational Conference in determining
whether to provide an Educational Grant/Donation. Companies should consider analyzing and
maintaining appropriate documentation regarding their review of relevant factors, including,
for example:
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Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer operates independently from an
individual HCP or whether it is affiliated with an individual HCP;



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer maintains the hallmarks of an
independent entity (ex: a separate bank account);



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer has a history of bribery/corruption
charges;



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer has been subject to an official
government audit and, if so, the results of such audit;



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer is willing to submit to an audit of its
books and records upon request;



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer has provided documentation of official
government registration, corporate certification, or other necessary qualifications and
approvals;



Whether the Third-Party Conference Organizer appears on a list of industry- approved
conference organizers (if available);



The size of the Third-Party Conference Organizer;



The date of the Third-Party Conference Organizer’s formation;



The educational quality of the program agenda and educational materials;



The caliber of the faculty selected to speak at the program; and



The appropriateness of the venue.

Q16

My Company has provided an Educational Grant/Donation to a
Third-Party Conference Organizer in support of an upcoming ThirdParty Educational Conference. At the event, Health Care
Professional attendees will be able to participate in a contest. The
winner of the contest will have all of his or her registration fees
covered to attend a future international Third-Party Educational
Conference. Is this a Direct Sponsorship under Section IV of the
Code?

This arrangement would not be considered a Direct Sponsorship provided that (a) the winner is
selected based upon objective criteria and the winner’s meeting these criteria is welldocumented; (b) the winner is not selected in an effort to influence his or her decisions to use a
particular product; and (c) the prize is paid in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
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Q17

My Company has provided an Educational Grant/Donation to a
Third-Party Conference Organizer in support of a Third-Party
Educational Conference. The Conference Organizer has provided my
Company with several free registrations for individuals to attend.
Can I provide these free registrations to HCPs?

No. Covering the registration fee for an HCP to attend a Third-Party Educational Conference
would be considered a Direct Sponsorship. The AdvaMed China Code phases out Direct
Sponsorships to individual HCPs to attend Third-Party Educational Conferences, starting January
1, 2018. Accordingly, free registrations cannot be provided to HCPs after this date.

Q18

In order to facilitate the training of Health Care Professionals, my
Company would like to engage several Health Care Professionals as
consultants to attend an upcoming Third-Party Educational
Conference (including covering their travel, lodging, meals, and
registration fees). These consultants would learn the content
presented during the program, collect educational materials from
the program, and later train other Health Care Professionals on the
content on behalf of my Company. Is this permissible under the
AdvaMed China Code?

No. Engaging Health Care Professionals as consultants to attend a Third-Party Educational
Conference in an effort to learn the content of the meeting and to subsequently train other
Health Care Professionals on the content would be considered a Direct Sponsorship and
therefore not permitted under the Code, starting January 1, 2018.

Q19

Can my Company pay for the travel and lodging costs of an HCP to
attend a Third-Party Educational Conference and present a scientific
poster on his/her relevant research during the event?

No. Selecting and covering the travel and lodging costs of an individual HCP to attend and
present on a particular research project or study during a Third-Party Educational Conference is
the responsibility of the Third-Party Conference Organizer (or other relevant entity).
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SECTION IX:
Q20

TRAVEL ASSOCIATED WITH HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS INTERACTIONS

Section IX of the Code indicates that Companies can reimburse
HCPs for travel-related expenses of RMB500 and under; however,
Section IV of the Code (regarding sponsorship of HCPs to attend
third-party educational conferences) indicates that Companies
cannot reimburse HCPs’ travel expenses directly to the HCP. Are
these provisions consistent?

Yes, these provisions are consistent. Section IX of the Code is intended to provide general
guidance regarding all instances of a Company’s payment for HCP travel, but it also notes that
additional principles may apply if Companies elect to provide travel expenses for individual
HCPs attending third-party educational conferences (outlined in Section IV of the Code).
For Third-Party Educational Conferences occurring prior to January 1, 2018, the only travelrelated expenses intended to be covered by Section IV’s prohibition on direct reimbursement to
an HCP attending a third-party educational conference are hotel, airfare, or train expenses.
There may be exceptional circumstances where other modest transportation expenses (for
example, cab fare to and from the airport to a conference venue or airfare ticket change fees)
are incurred by the HCP. These limited transportation expenses are not intended to be covered
by Section IV and can be reimbursed, subject to Section IX’s RMB500 cap and subject to
Companies’ internal procedures and controls for reviewing and approving such expenses.
For Third-Party Educational Conferences occurring on or after January 1, 2018, Companies can
no longer reimburse Health Care Professionals’ travel-related expenses to attend Third-Party
Educational Conferences.

SECTION X:
Q21

EDUCATIONAL ITEMS AND BRANDED PROMOTIONAL
ITEMS

Would AdvaMed provide a list of educational items or patient
benefit items that are permitted under the Code?

Each Company and each industry sector may have varying educational needs and/or obligations
which impact the degree of education Companies must provide to HCPs. Accordingly, it would
be difficult for AdvaMed to provide a comprehensive or satisfactory list of all educational items
or patient benefit items that are permissible under Section X of the Code. Items appropriate for
one sector may not be appropriate for another sector. Companies are encouraged to develop
internal procedures for evaluating individual items to assess whether they either serve a
genuine educational function for an HCP or benefit patients. Examples of patient benefit items
could include educational brochures or kits explaining a disease state or how a particular
Medical Technology works. Examples of educational items could include medical textbooks or
anatomical models.
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